Teaching Tips from AAEA Award Winners and Panel Discussion on Transitioning to a New Online Environment—Lessons Learned (TLC/GSS)

Thursday, August 6 from 9.30-11.00 am PST (11.30 am CST, 12.30 pm EST)

Moderators: Rodney Jones and Kristin Kiesel

Whether you are almost done preparing your classes for the fall or still feel completely overwhelmed and unsure how to adapt your course to this new learning and teaching environment, please join us for this session. Teaching award winners and innovative instructors that have already taught remotely during spring and summer will be sharing their teaching tips and lessons learned. Please register before attending at:

https://ucdavis.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIsf-6hrz0iHdALsYNsR4gZAMrAgNhL4BWr
(You will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.)

Teaching tips from AAEA Award winners:
Christine Wilson, Kansas State University
Kim Morgan, Virginia Tech
Thomas Hertel, Purdue
Logan Britton, Oklahoma State University

Additional panelist sharing lessons already learned:
Julianne Treme, NC State
Katherine Lacy, University of Nevada, Reno
Jason Bergtold, Kansas State
Jennifer Lynne Clark, University of Florida
Margot Rudstrom, University of Minnesota Crookston
Eduardo Cenci, UW-Madison
Kristin Kiesel, University of California, Davis